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Species–area (SAR) and endemics–area (EAR) relationships are amongst the most common methods used to forecast
species loss resulting from habitat loss. One critical, albeit often ignored, limitation of these area-based estimates is
their disregard of the ecological context that shapes species distributions. In this study, we estimate species loss using
a spatially explicit mechanistic simulation model to evaluate three important aspects of ecological context: coexistence
mechanisms (e.g. species sorting, competition–colonization tradeoffs and neutral dynamics), spatial distribution of
environmental conditions, and spatial pattern of habitat loss. We found that 1) area-based estimates of extinctions
are sensitive to coexistence mechanisms as well as to the pattern of environmental heterogeneity; 2) there is a strong
interaction between coexistence mechanisms and the pattern of habitat loss; 3) SARs always yield higher estimates
of species loss than do EARs; and 4) SARs and EARs consistently underestimate the realized species loss. Our results
highlight the need to integrate ecological mechanisms in area-estimates of species loss.

Species loss is widespread across a variety of biogeographical
regions and taxonomic groups (Heywood 1995, Pimm et al.
1995, McKinney and Lockwood 1999). The loss or degradation of natural habitats is considered one of the primary
environmental causes of the decline of biodiversity at local
and regional scales (Benton et al. 2003, Julliard et al. 2004).
There is, however, a recurrent debate about how to make
accurate predictions of the number of recent and future species extinctions (Brooks et al. 2002, Thomas et al. 2004, He
and Hubbell 2011, Rybicki and Hanski 2013). Area-based
methods are the most common methods used to forecast
species loss from habitat loss (Thomas et al. 2004, He and
Hubbell 2011). They are built on the positive relationships
between area and number of species (species–area relationship, SAR) or number of endemic species (endemics–area
relationship, EARs). Historically, SARs have been used both
as a descriptive tool to approximate the numbers of species
in different regions (MacArthur and Wilson 1967, Connor
and McCoy 1979, Rosenzweig 1995), or, in conservation
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science, to predict species loss following habitat loss (Pimm
et al. 1995, Brooks et al. 2002, Thomas et al. 2004). The
mismatch between the numbers of predicted and recorded
extinctions, which are often difficult to measure through
direct field observations, leads to a great reliance on theoretical projections of extinctions (e.g. SARs; Triantis et al.
2010). Recently, there has been much discussion about using
EARs and SARs to estimate extinction rates (He and Hubbell
2011, Pereira et al. 2012) and extinction debt (i.e. species
that are committed to extinction; Triantis et al. 2010, Halley
and Iwasa 2011, Wearn et al. 2012) following habitat loss.
However, to date the ecological context shaping species
distributions has been disregarded, as well as how that affects
estimates of species loss (e.g. meta-population models without species interactions; Rybicki and Hanski 2013).
The general principle of area-based estimates of diversity
loss is to use empirical SARs or EARs to predict the reduction in the number of species as a function of the amount of
habitat area lost following habitat loss (May et al. 1995,
Rosenzweig 1995). Differences between the EAR and the
SAR have been interpreted as a possible mismatch between
the hotspots of endemism and the hotspots of species
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 iversity (Ulrich and Buszko 2003). These approaches
d
assume implicitly that the mechanisms causing species richness to increase or decrease with area are equivalent and
independent of the ecological context. This is an important
issue that is common to all area-based estimation of species
loss and that leads to several limitations.
First, coexistence mechanisms underlying species distributions have generally been neglected in studies using areabased estimates of species loss (but see He and Legendre
2002, Rybicki and Hanski 2013). Different coexistence
mechanisms such as species sorting (MacArthur and Levins
1967), competition–colonization trade-offs (Tilman 1994),
mass effects (Shmida and Ellner 1984) or neutral dynamics
(Hubbell 2001) imply different constraints on species
traits, competitive hierarchies and propagule production
(or dispersal). Each mechanism will determine how species
will track (or not) environmental conditions and the nature
of their temporal dynamics, and will thus determine the
spatial distribution of ecological diversity. For instance, for
species sorting we would expect a spatial distribution
matching the one of environmental conditions. Dispersal
limitations will result in a clumpy species distribution for
both competition–colonization and neutral dynamics, irrespective of the underlying environment. The later may
however be more aggregated, owing to the much slower
process of ecological drift rather than to competitive exclusion. The role of the coexistence mechanisms in shaping
the patterns of distribution of individuals across the landscape is therefore likely to have an effect on estimates of
species extinctions that relies heavily on how individuals
and species are sampled through space (e.g. area-based estimates). For example, one can expect that neutral dynamics
will predict extinction rates that differ from those predicted
by niche-based dynamics: under the former, species extinctions should mostly be mediated through demographic stochasticity fostered by the overall amount of habitat loss
(when dispersal is global); in contrast, under niche-based
dynamics, extinction probabilities should mostly be determined by the availability and distribution of particular
habitats, thus responding to the loss of only those habitats.
More complex extinction sequences are expected under
neutral dynamics with limited dispersal scenarios that lead
to spatial aggregation (Chave et al. 2002). These constraints
will likely lead to different species abundance distributions
(Chase 2005, McGill et al. 2007, Kelly et al. 2008) and
thus different rarity distributions. This will consequently
affect species’ susceptibility to habitat loss, and in particular to the extinction debt, since the more rare species are
present in the landscape the larger is the probability of stochastic extinctions. This suggests that responses to habitat
loss at the assemblage level will be shaped by the underlying mechanisms of species coexistence.
Second, species differential responses to the distribution
of environmental conditions (e.g. resources, habitat types,
abiotic factors, etc.) or dispersal limitation generate spatially
structured species distribution across landscapes
(Münkemüller et al. 2012), which are not usually taken into
account in area-based estimates of species loss (but see Rybicki
and Hanski 2013). Under neutral dynamics, particularly,
dispersal limitations are responsible for clumpy species distributions, which changes the frequency at which intra- or
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interspecific competition occur (Chave et al. 2002, Holyoak
and Loreau 2006). Under species sorting, species distributions will match environmental conditions. Both the neutral
and the species sorting mechanisms are thus likely to generate
all possible scenarios of spatial aggregation (from random to
clumped) depending on the relative importance of dispersal
limitations (neutral), spatial heterogeneity (species sorting)
and the underlying structure of environmental conditions.
These distributions of environmental conditions are therefore
likely to lead to different scenarios of species extinctions after
habitat loss, particularly since EARs should predict fewer
extinctions when communities were driven by coexistence
mechanisms leading to clumpy species distributions.
Third, the spatial pattern of habitat loss has been shown
to determine the likelihood of species undergoing extinctions following habitat loss (Dytham 1995, Ney-Nifle and
Mangel 2000, Seabloom et al. 2002, He 2012, Rybicki and
Hanski 2013). It is therefore likely to influence the way species extinctions are estimated by the different area-based
estimates. Whilst the SAR approach estimates how many
species are present in the remaining habitat, the EAR
approach estimates how many species are lost because they
were present only in the lost habitat (Kinzig and Harte
2000). In a strictly mathematical estimation of species
extinctions, assuming that the spatial pattern of habitat loss
is random, it is expected that these approaches should yield
similar results (He and Hubbell 2011). However, since this
is rarely the case, the EAR is expected to predict fewer
extinctions than the SAR (Kinzig and Harte 2000).
Understanding how the magnitude and pattern of habitat
loss interact with the ecological mechanisms shaping species
distributions and the environmental conditions is therefore
essential to enhance our understanding of natural responses
to habitat loss under realistic ecological contexts.
In this study, we address the three above-mentioned
issues by investigating the roles of different coexistence
mechanisms and their interaction with the pattern of habitat loss in the estimation of species loss using area-based
methods (SARs and EARs). We illustrate the role of ecological context using artificial species distributions
obtained from an individual-based spatially explicit model
(after Münkemüller et al. 2012) simulating different
coexistence mechanisms (species sorting, competition–
colonization trade-offs or neutral dynamics). These simulations were used to compare different approaches for
estimating species loss with the realized number of species
loss following habitat loss (Fig. 1). We estimated species
loss across the full range of possible intensities of habitat
loss using different area-based methods: SAR or EAR.
Furthermore, we measured the ‘true’ number of species
lost immediately after habitat loss (i.e. instantaneous measure; see details in Table 1) and after simulating community dynamics until a new post-destruction equilibrium
was reached (i.e. equilibrium measure) to account for the
dynamic responses to habitat loss. We investigated the efficiency of the different measures of species loss and their
dependence on different ecological contexts (i.e. coexistence mechanisms, distribution of environmental conditions, and pattern of habitat loss; Table 1).
Our study provides new insight to the ongoing controversy regarding the use of SARs and EARs to estimate

Figure 1. From modelling species distributions to estimating/measuring species loss. (a) Species distributions are generated by using a
mechanistic model which consists in 1) mortality, 2) offspring production and dispersal and 3) competition. Steps 1–3 were repeated
5000 times until equilibrium species distributions were attained (see Model description section for details). (b) Empirical SARs and
EARs were constructed using a sampling function with increasing quadrat sizes (see Methods for details). Species loss were estimated by
using: (c) backwards SAR and EAR estimates; or (d) instantaneous measures based on the numbers of species remaining in the landscape
directly after habitat loss. (e) Equilibrium species loss was measured by using the mechanistic model to follow community dynamics
after habitat loss.

species loss (He and Hubbell 2011, Pereira et al. 2012,
Thomas and Williamson 2012, Axelsen et al. 2013, Rybicki
and Hanski 2013) by showing that the relative performances of SARs or EARs are affected by the ecological context in which habitat loss occurs. Several authors have
previously postulated that EARs should have much higher
slopes than the underlying SARs (Harte and Kinzig 1997,
Ulrich and Buszko 2003), although later works showed
that EAR approaches did not give better estimates of species extinctions than classical species–area curves (Kinzig

and Harte 2000, Ulrich 2005). Our study clearly showed
that both area-based estimates consistently underestimate
the realized species loss and that it depends on the ecological context. Our results emphasize the need for a greater
awareness about the contributions of different coexistence
mechanisms, spatial distribution of environmental conditions and the pattern of habitat loss. Understanding the
underlying mechanisms driving these relationships will
ultimately determine the value of estimates of species loss
obtained through SARs or EARs.

Table 1. General overview of the main assumptions underlying the methods to estimate species loss using area-based estimated (based on
species–area and endemics–area relationships; SAR and EAR), instantaneous and equilibrium measures of species loss. This table presents
information about whether each estimate or measure takes in account different aspects associated with the species responses to habitat
loss. Extinction debt refers to species that were committed to extinction at the time of habitat loss but not quantified immediately.
Assumptions
Coexistence mechanisms
Spatial distribution of
individuals in space
Pattern of habitat loss
Distribution of
environmental conditions
Species-specific responses
Extinction debt

1) SAR
Ignores
Assumes that organisms
are equally and
independently distributed
Ignores

2) EAR

3) Instantaneous

4) Equilibrium
Takes into account
Distribution is
modelled explicitly

Ignores

Ignores
Ignores
Assumes that organisms are
Distribution is
equally and independently
modelled explicitly
distributed
Ignores
Habitat loss is
modelled explicitly
Ignores
Ignores

Assumes that all species
respond in the same way
to habitat loss
Ignores

Assumes that all species
respond in the same
way to habitat loss
Ignores

No assumption

No assumption

Ignores

Takes into account

Habitat loss is
modelled explicitly
Takes into account
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Methods
Modelling community dynamics
We simulated community dynamics using an individualbased model with lottery competition for space (building on
Gravel et al. 2006, Münkemüller et al. 2012; see
Supplementary material Appendix 1 for a detailed description). The model was run over a spatially-explicit landscape
represented on a lattice of 200  200 cells (40 000) where
each cell x has an environmental condition Ex and can hold
a single individual. The dynamics consist of three subsequent
events: 1) mortality, 2) offspring production and its dispersal
and 3) competition. The initial distribution of species in
each simulation was set by randomly assigning species over
the lattice. Mortality occurs as random events independent
of species identity and location across the landscape. A
‘propagule rain’ is calculated for each empty location based
on the composition of neighbouring cells within a radius of
5 cells. Similar dispersal kernels (negative exponential;
Supplementary material Appendix 1) were used for all species. Species, however, differ in fecundity, their response to
environmental heterogeneity (niche value) and competitive
ability. Individuals can be replaced by a superior competitor
(competitive exclusion) or through a lottery-recruitment
(biased by local environmental conditions) process following
a mortality event.
Community dynamics were simulated for 5000 time
steps to reach equilibrium dynamics and at this point habitat loss was implemented. Habitat loss consisted in removing the occupying species and, in order to make habitat loss
a permanent feature of the landscape, setting environmental
values outside the environmental range of any of the species
niche range, thus making it impossible for any species to
recolonize those cells. The gradient of habitat loss consisted
in 21 levels of increasing proportion of the destroyed cells
ranging from 0 (no loss) to 1 (complete loss). Independent
simulations were conducted for each of those levels and
were run for an additional 5000 time steps. Each simulation
scenario, i.e. each combination of parameters, was replicated 10 times resulting in 2520 simulation runs (i.e.
2 coexistence mechanisms  2 environmental distributions  3 types of habitat loss  21 levels of habitat loss; see
details in following sections). Preliminary simulations
confirmed that 5000 time steps were enough to achieve
equilibrium numbers of species for all combinations of
environmental conditions and coexistence mechanisms.
Implementing different coexistence mechanisms
Different coexistence mechanisms were simulated by
imposing constraints on species traits: neutral dynamics
(Hubbell 2001), species sorting (MacArthur and Levins
1967) and competition–colonization trade-off (Tilman
1994). Species were characterized by four traits: niche optimum, niche width, competitive ranking at niche optimum,
and propagule production (fecundity). The performance
curve for each species over the environmental gradient was
modelled as a Gaussian response of propagule survival. The
distribution of niche optima was used to simulate whether
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species are adapted to different optimal environments (i.e.
niche differentiation) or to the same environments (i.e. niche
equivalence). The niche width determined the range of
environmental conditions in which species were able to sustain a population. The distribution of trait values within the
species pool determines the competitive ability of each species at their niche optimum; such hierarchy determines
whether superior competitors are able to displace inferior
ones through competitive exclusion. By attributing the same
trait values to all species, we simulated neutral dynamics
whereby species can only be replaced if there is a mortality
event. We simulated species sorting dynamics with each species having a different niche optimum and all other traits
being equal, which implies that there is a different competitive hierarchy for each niche value. Finally, we simulated
competition–colonization trade-offs by assuming that all
species had the same niche optimum and niche width but
differed in their competitive ranking (a species could dislodge only competitors of inferior ranks) and fecundity, with
both traits being negatively correlated. A low and constant
immigration from a uniform regional species pool was simulated for all of coexistence mechanisms. This immigration
prevents extinction through drift and maintains species
diversity under neutral dynamics. Despite the fact that these
coexistence mechanisms are only three amongst many others, we believe that they illustrate a comprehensive range of
dynamics, thus providing insight on potential responses of
communities to habitat loss.
Simulating environmental heterogeneity and habitat
loss
We simulated two contrasting distributions of environ
mental conditions: autocorrelated and random (Fig. 2a for
examples). Autocorrelated patterns were generated with
an algorithm using a semi-variogram to control the ‘grain’ of
the distribution of environmental conditions (i.e. ranging
from 0 to 99; Schlather 2012; Supplementary material
Appendix 1 for parameters). We parameterised the model so
that the ‘grain’ was far greater than the dispersal radius,
which is essential to generate species sorting dynamics
(Münkemüller et al. 2012). Finally, random distributions
were implemented by randomly assigning environmental
values (from 0 to 99) to each cell. Note that under a randomlystructured environment the species sorting scenarios converge to some kind of mass effect scenario (Münkemüller
et al. 2012). Indeed the scale of dispersal (5 cells) and the
scale of heterogeneity in the random scenario ( 5 cells)
are analogous and thus fits the requirement of the mass
effect mechanism (Shmida and Ellner 1984) where some
species maintain individual in cells where they are not
adapted (sinks) thanks to immigration from adjacent cells
where they are adapted (sources).
We implemented three patterns of habitat loss
(Supplementary material Appendix 2, Fig. A2): 1) selective
habitat loss considered a relationship between the environment and the habitat loss probability (to mimic situations
such as, for instance, preferential transformation of fertile
sites into agricultural lands). 2) Non-selective habitat loss
disregarded the distribution of environmental conditions

Figure 2. Species–area and endemics–area relationships for different coexistence mechanisms and distributions of environmental conditions. Left panels are 40  40 subsets of two types of distributions: autocorrelated (top) and random (bottom); these panels illustrate
the differences in distribution of environmental conditions (from 0 [red] to 99 [yellow]) across the landscape. Central and right columns show the corresponding SARs and EARs, respectively. Lines with different colours indicate the different coexistence mechanisms: species sorting (red), competition–colonization trade-offs (green) and neutral (blue) dynamics. The figure shows that the effect
of coexistence mechanisms on diversity–area relationships (i.e. SAR and EAR) depended on the distributions of environmental conditions (i.e. autocorrelated vs random environments). Each curve is the average of 10 independent simulations. Confidence intervals are
not shown, since they were negligible ( 1%). Note that species numbers are transformed as log(s  1) to provide a clearer illustration
of the curves.

and consisted of a gradual spread of habitat loss across the
landscape (e.g. volcano eruptions, indiscriminate deforestation, etc). This pattern of habitat loss was implemented with
an algorithm using a semi-variogram as described before but
with a grain of a 50-cell radius, with gradual and directional
habitat loss (Supplementary material Appendix 2, Fig. A2).
3) Random habitat loss had no spatial structure and was
implemented by randomly destroying cells. These three patterns of habitat loss were chosen to be illustrative of the
major expectations of these factors and not an exhaustive
exploration of either one of them (see Dytham 1995 for
other patterns).
Generating SAR and EAR curves
We constructed empirical SAR and EAR curves by sampling
simulated landscapes using a bisection procedure (Chave
et al. 2002), such that each point in the curve represents the
average number of species or endemics found in all nonoverlapping quadrats of a given size that, collectively, cover
the entire lattice. This procedure was repeated with increasing quadrat size (i.e. 2  2, 3  3, 5  5 cells, etc.) until
the size of the lattice was reached (i.e. 200  200 cells). We
considered a species to be endemic when it was completely

confined to a particular sampling quadrat (He and Hubbell
2011). The resulting empirical SAR and EAR curves describe
how the average numbers of species or endemics change
with the size of sampled quadrat within a given landscape
(Fig. 2).
Estimating species loss
We estimated proportions of species loss with SARs and
EARs following the principle that if the number of species
(S) in an area (A) is characterized by a function S  f (A),
then it is possible to predict the number of species resulting
from removing an area a from the initial total area. This
approach is often called the backward SAR estimate (He and
Hubbell 2011), since it uses the generic SAR relationship to
estimate the number of species for the remaining area,
f (A–a). The predicted number of extinct species following a
given area of habitat loss a can be calculated as Sa(SAR) 
SA 2 S(A2a), where SA is initial species richness. The proportion of species lost relative to the initial species richness is
then lSAR  Sa(SAR)/SA. The lSAR takes values between 0 and 1.
Values of 0 indicate that no species are expected to go extinct;
values of 1 indicate that all species are expected to go extinct.
We similarly characterized the EAR (E  g(A)) and used it as
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an alternative to calculate the expected species richness following habitat loss of size a as Sa(EAR)  SA 2 Ea, where E(a) is
the number of species that only occur in quadrat of area a
(i.e. endemics to a). This method has been referred as ‘outward’ EAR” (Pereira et al. 2012) and it is analogous to the
method used by He and Hubbell (2011). The proportion of
endemic species loss following habitat loss was calculated as:
lEAR  Sa(EAR)/SA.
Measuring realized species loss
We measured an ‘instantaneous’ proportion of species loss
(lInst) by comparing the observed number of species remaining in the simulated landscapes immediately following habitat loss (SInst) with the initial species richness (SA). The
amount of cells destroyed at each level of habitat loss matches
the quadrat sizes in the empirical SAR and EAR curves, thus
allowing a direct correspondence between estimates. We
refer to this approach as ‘instantaneous’ since it measures
species loss immediately after habitat loss and it disregards
any potential extinction debt (i.e. species committed to
extinction at the time of habitat loss; Triantis et al. 2010,
Halley and Iwasa 2011, Wearn et al. 2012). Finally, we measured the ‘equilibrium’ proportion of species loss (lEq) for
each level of habitat loss after simulating community dynamics until a new post-destruction equilibrium is reached
(i.e. 5000 time steps; Supplementary material Appendix 1).
Hereafter, we will refer to this as equilibrium measures of
species loss.
Assessing estimates and measures of species loss
We measured the deviation (a) as the difference between the
estimates of species loss (lSAR, lEAR) or instantaneous measures (lInst) and the equilibrium species loss (lEq): SARs:
aSAR  lSAR – lEq; EARs: aEAR  lEAR 2 lEq; and instantaneous measures: aInst  lInst 2 lEq. Previous studies argued
that using area-based estimates are only appropriate to estimate immediate extinctions (Rosenzweig 1995, Pereira et al.
2012), which is true because it is not possible to determine
the equilibrium species richness in many available datasets.
We used the dynamic measures of species extinctions (i.e.
equilibrium species loss) as the baseline, rather than the
‘instantaneous’ measures, since this allowed us to assess these
estimates against the ‘reality’ of our simulated landscapes.
Additionally, we calculated the difference between backwards
SAR and EAR estimates as: aSAR,EAR  lSAR 2 lEAR; where a
positive value of aSAR,EAR indicates that SAR estimate predicts greater species loss in relation to the EAR estimate,
which is analogous to the analysis presented by He and
Hubbell (2011).

Results
Species–area and endemics–area relationships
The effect of coexistence mechanisms on SARs depended
on the spatial pattern of the environment (i.e. auto
correlated vs random environments; Fig. 2a, b). SARs were
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identical under trade-off and neutral dynamics regardless
of the spatial structure of the environment. In communities driven by species sorting species richness increased
faster with area and reached higher values in random than
in autocorrelated environments (Fig. 2b). When environmental conditions were randomly distributed, SARs exhibited similar shapes for all three coexistence mechanisms,
with increases in species richness with area only slightly
lower for trade-off dynamics at intermediate values of area
(e.g. ~ 5000–20 000 grid cells; Fig. 2b). The shape of the
EAR was mediated by the coexistence mechanisms and the
spatial structure of the environment. Under species sorting
dynamics, endemic species became endemic earlier in autocorrelated (e.g. ~ 2000 grid cells; Fig. 2c) than in random
environments (e.g. ~ 10 000 grid cells; Fig. 2c). The
EARs under neutral and trade-off dynamics were not sensitive to the spatial structure of the environment. Endemics
were sampled faster under trade-off dynamics than under
neutral community assembling (Fig. 2c). The most noticeable differences due to the environmental patterns were
observed under species sorting dynamics: the SARs grew
faster in random environments because habitats were
sampled faster than when environmental conditions (i.e.
habitats) are autocorrelated and there is a closer coupling
between distribution of species and types. The opposite
was true for the EAR as it grew faster in autocorrelated
environments under species sorting dynamics.
Estimates and measures of species loss
The magnitude of species loss estimates depended on the
coexistence mechanisms (Fig. 3). Under species sorting
dynamics, the backward SAR estimate predicted higher
proportions of species loss in autocorrelated than in random environments (Fig. 3a). In neutral and trade-off communities, the backward SAR estimate was insensitive to the
distribution of environmental conditions (Fig. 3b, c).
Similarly, the EAR estimate also differentiated between
different environments only for species-sorting dynamics
(Fig. 3d, e, f ). When habitat loss was implemented in the
simulations, the instantaneous and the equilibrium extinction measures were extremely sensitive to the different scenarios, in particular to the different spatial patterns of
habitat loss (Fig. 3g–l). In neutral and trade-off communities, both measures detected differences in species loss
between non-selective habitat loss and the other patterns
of habitat loss (Fig. 3h, i). Note that all curves converge to
complete extinction of species in the landscape, although
data from simulations with complete habitat loss (i.e.
100%) were omitted for clarity.
Deviation from reality and extinction debt
Under species sorting, the backward SAR always underestimated species loss, regardless the pattern of habitat loss or
the pattern of environmental heterogeneity (Fig. 4a). In general, we found a strong underestimation of species loss, more
pronounced at high values of habitat loss in both area-based
estimates. This underestimation was significant over the
entire range of selective habitat loss and close to nothing up

Figure 3. Estimated (SAR and EAR) and realized (instantaneous and equilibrium) proportion of species lost as a result of habitat loss in
communities driven by species sorting (top row), competition–colonization trade-offs (middle row), or neutral (bottom row) dynamics.
We calculated the proportion of species lost using the overall numbers of species (i.e. gamma diversity) at equilibrium as a baseline
reference. The proportion of area destroyed was calculated as a/A. Panels (a–c) indicate backward SAR estimates; (d–f ) EAR estimates;
(g–i) instantaneous measures; and (j–l) equilibrium species loss. The spatial distribution of environmental conditions is indicated with
different line types: autocorrelated (solid) or random (dashed) environments. For the instantaneous and equilibrium species loss, lines
with different colours indicate the different patterns of habitat loss: selective (black), random (red) non-selective habitat loss (green).
Each curve is the average of 10 independent simulations. Note that all curves converge to complete extinction of species in the landscape, although data from simulations with complete habitat loss (i.e.  1) were omitted for clarity. Empirical confidence intervals are
not shown, since they were negligible ( 1% of species loss).

to 60% of habitat loss under random and non-selective habitat loss (Fig. 4a, see Supplementary material Appendix 3,
Table A3 for detailed results). In contrast, the backward SAR
overestimated species loss by up to 20% in neutral and tradeoff communities when the amount of habitat destroyed was
 60% (Fig. 4b, c), but the average deviation of SAR estimates across the entire range of habitat loss was closer to 0.
The EAR underestimated species loss across the entire range
of habitat habitat loss for all coexistence mechanisms,
reaching  70% deviations under species sorting dynamics
(Fig. 4d, e, f ). Across the three coexistence mechanisms, the
instantaneous measure deviated negatively from equilibrium species loss, with the greatest deviations in species
sorting communities following random habitat loss (i.e.
 30%; Fig. 4g, h, i). Finally, the comparison of SAR and
the EAR estimates revealed that the SAR generally estimated
higher species loss than did the EAR, regardless of the coexistence mechanism and with no significant difference
between spatial structures of the environment (Fig. 5). The
magnitude of the difference between the two estimates

increased with increasing habitat loss, particularly for
 50% of habitat loss (Fig. 5).

Discussion
Despite the common usage of area-based approaches to estimate species extinctions in conservation science (Pimm
et al. 1995), there is still much controversy over their ability
to account for different factors such as the pattern of habitat
loss and the extinction debt (i.e. species that were committed to extinction; Triantis et al. 2010, Wearn et al. 2012,
Rybicki and Hanski 2013). Our study illustrates how the
coexistence mechanisms driving species distributions and
the pattern of habitat loss influences estimates of species
loss. We showed that: 1) the validity of estimates of species
loss obtained through SARs or EARs are affected by coexistence mechanisms, spatial distribution of environmental
conditions and the pattern of habitat loss; 2) there is a
strong interaction between coexistence mechanisms and the
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Figure 4. Deviations from equilibrium species loss as a result of habitat loss in communities driven by different coexistence mechanisms
(species sorting, competition–colonization trade-offs, or neutral dynamics). We calculated the deviation using the overall numbers of
species (i.e. gamma diversity) at equilibrium as a baseline reference for the backward SAR estimate and instantaneous measure. For the
EAR estimate deviation we used the average number of endemics at equilibrium, at each level of habitat loss. Panels on the left indicate
estimates using backward SAR; panels on the right indicate instantaneous measures. Lines with different colours indicate the different
patterns of habitat loss: selective (black), random (red) non-selective habitat loss (green). Each curve is the average of 10 independent
simulations. Note that all curves converge to complete extinction of species in the landscape, although data from simulations with
complete habitat loss (i.e.  1) were omitted for clarity. Confidence intervals are not shown, since they were negligible ( 1%).

pattern of habitat loss; 3) SARs always yield higher estimates
of species loss than do EARs; and 4) SARs and EARs consistently underestimate the realized species loss.
Estimating species loss and the extinction debt
Diversity–area relationships have been used extensively to
estimate species loss from habitat loss (Brooks et al. 2002,
Thomas et al. 2004), although they fail to address how these
estimates relate to underlying ecological processes. Our simulations clearly demonstrated that, regardless of coexistence
mechanisms or the distribution of environmental conditions, SARs do consistently estimate higher proportion of
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species loss than did EARs (Fig. 5), in agreement with He
and Hubbell (2011). But our results also show that EAR
always underestimate the equilibrium species loss (Fig. 4)
whilst the SAR estimates were consistently closer to the
equilibrium species loss, at least under tradeoff and neutral
dynamics. Previous theoretical evaluations of the different
area-based approaches have suggested that the EAR would
be less reliable than the SAR because of high sensitivity to
the spatial distributions of endemics across the landscape
(Ulrich 2005). This unreliability is at the core of the recent
discussion about the mathematical/geometrical properties
of EARs (He and Hubbell 2011, Pereira et al. 2012, Rybicki
and Hanski 2013) and highlight the EAR as a tool for
assessing extinctions immediately following habitat loss.

considerable deviations from reality. Our results show a
greater discrepancy between equilibrium species loss and
SAR estimates under species sorting dynamics than under
other coexistence mechanisms. In contrast, SAR and associated estimates in communities driven by competition–
colonization trade-off or neutral dynamics were insensitive
to the distribution of environmental conditions (Fig. 2
and 4b, c). In all scenarios explored in this study we found
that the EARs predicted fewer extinctions than those
recorded at post-destruction equilibrium, yet these discrepancies varied greatly according to coexistence mechanisms (Fig. 4d, e, f ). Previous theoretical work has focused
mainly on dynamics driven by local extinction and colonization (e.g. stochastic patch occupancy models; Rybicki
and Hanski 2013) or by neutral dynamics (Chave et al.
2002). Our results suggest that in order to explore fully
the effects of habitat loss it is vital to consider the entire
spectrum of coexistence mechanisms.
Pattern of habitat loss

Figure 5. SAR-EAR deviation (sensu He and Hubbell 2011) based
on the difference between the estimates of proportion of species
loss in communities driven by different coexistence mechanisms
(species sorting, competition–colonization trade-offs, or neutral
dynamics). The distribution of environmental conditions is indicated with different line types: autocorrelated (solid) or random
(dashed) environments. Each curve is the average of 10 independent simulations. Confidence intervals are not shown, since they
were negligible ( 1%).

Regardless of the differences between SARs and EARs,
both estimates of species loss fail to account for the dynamic
responses of natural communities since it takes in account
species with very low population densities that are likely on
the verge of extinction (i.e. extinction debt; Triantis et al.
2010, Halley and Iwasa 2011, Wearn et al. 2012). Our
results generally support the conclusions reported by Rybicki
and Hanski (2013), particularly the fact that EAR underestimate the species that go extinct. Furthermore, our results
unravel the role of species interaction and coexistence mechanisms (i.e. species sorting, competition–colonization
tradeoff and neutral) in the estimates of species loss that had
not been previously explored. This evidence illustrates why
area-based estimates alone cannot be used as universal tools
to estimate species loss and that a deeper understanding of
the role of species interactions and their coexistence is determinant to improve estimate species loss.
The effect of the coexistence mechanisms on the
SAR and the EAR estimates implies that using either
one to predict the consequences of habitat loss will yield

Beyond an obvious impact of the reduction of the area of
available suitable habitats, our simulations revealed that the
spatial pattern of habitat loss (e.g. selective, non-selective or
random habitat loss) has a great impact on the rates of species losses (Fig. 3j, k, l). This is generally consistent with previous studies that have shown disproportionate effects on
particular species depending on the spatial pattern of habitat
loss (Ney-Nifle and Mangel 2000, Seabloom et al. 2002,
Rybicki and Hanski 2013). More importantly, our results
unravel a strong interaction between coexistence mechanisms and the pattern of habitat loss, thus suggesting that
species loss is dependent on the spatial dynamics of the communities in which habitat loss occurs. Selective habitat loss
(i.e. when there is a relationship between the environment
and the habitat loss probability) leads to the most dramatic
changes in species diversity, especially in communities in
which there is niche differentiation and species have narrow
environmental ranges (species sorting). For example, when
10% of the habitat was destroyed, about ten habitat classes
corresponding to the niche optimums of 20 species were
completely removed from the lattice in our model. This
selective habitat loss implies the extinction of those species
associated with the habitat classes destroyed and generates a
greater species loss than when habitat loss is not selective and
removes 10% of individuals of all species (Fig. 3j). Under
neutral dynamics, the effect of selective habitat loss is also
stronger than under random distributions. In this case the
clustering of individuals of each species in space is a
consequence of limited dispersal (Chave et al. 2002) and
thus selective habitat loss leads to the deletion of more
individuals from one species than under random distributions. This difference shrinks as dispersal increases and the
distribution of species is less aggregated. These results are
consistent with recent studies that explored the ‘identity’ of
habitat lost and showed that the loss of particular habitats
might have disproportionate effects of species richness
(Davidar et al. 2001, Tews et al. 2004, Matias et al. 2011,
Mouquet et al. 2013). They strengthen the idea that conservation programs focusing on total protected area might be
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counterproductive as opposed to conservation strategies
accounting for different habitats types when communities
are strongly driven by species sorting dynamics.
From virtual landscapes back to reality
Our simulation approach allowed us to measure equilibrium
species loss and therefore to quantify the deviation of areabased estimates (SAR and EARs) of species loss from actual
extinctions after community dynamics has taken place. This
method was used to illustrate how the SAR and the EAR
were ‘performing’, rather than using empirical datasets
because 1) it is very difficult to determine ongoing species
loss in the field and 2) the extinction debt might last for
long. Our interpretation of these results is necessarily
grounded on the underlying assumptions of each of the simulated community assembly processes, which generated
extremely simple communities that represents only extreme
cases and are unlikely to encapsulate natural complexities.
Our implementation of habitat habitat loss was also quite
conservative since it assumes that habitat loss leads to completely unsuitable habitats for all species, which is rarely the
case as it is known that many species can establish populations in various habitat types (Pereira and Daily 2006) and
survive in human modified habitats (e.g. ‘urban exploiters’
McKinney 2002). Despite these constraints, we believe that
these results are stimulating for the discussions on estimates
of species loss and on the consequences of habitat loss on
biodiversity.
As regards empirical studies, the ongoing development
of global databases and time-series of both species distributions and historical sequences of land-use change is a
promising line of research to investigate the effects of habitat loss (Triantis et al. 2010). However, most existing
datasets and corresponding correlative studies are unlikely
to provide unequivocal evidence for linking particular
events of habitat loss to the extinction of particular species, or to allow quantifying the time lag between loss and
extinction. As habitat size determines the time needed for
communities to reach equilibrium (Mouquet et al. 2003),
it is likely that the magnitude and velocity of habitat loss
will determine the post-destruction speed of community
dynamics, thus affecting the time lag in biotic responses,
which are also likely to be functions of the coexistence
mechanisms driving the communities. Addressing these
limitations in order to achieve a comprehensive understanding of the consequences of habitat loss will probably
come from combining empirical knowledge and experimental approaches. This can be done, for instance, by testing theoretical predictions using known experimental
landscapes such as mosses (Gonzalez et al. 1998), sandybottoms (Bulling et al. 2008); macroalgae (Matias et al.
2011) and seagrasses (Macreadie et al. 2009). The organisms colonizing these model systems often have relatively
small sizes and short generation times, which makes them
highly tractable to experimental manipulation (see review
in Logue et al. 2011) and for measuring dynamic responses
to habitat loss. Long-term empirical experiments will also
be needed over larger scales for habitats such as forests,
coral reefs and grasslands to determine the relevance of
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SARs and EARs to forecast the consequences of habitat
loss under different ecological contexts in the field. This
will require incorporating knowledge about species’
responses at the appropriate biological and ecological
scales. It might sound very ambitious but it fits the urgency
of understanding the consequences of habitat loss, probably the major driver of species extinction today, far beyond
climatic changes.
Moving towards realistic estimates of species loss
It seems clear that neither SARs nor EARs alone can be
used as universal tools to estimate species loss (He and
Hubbell 2011) and that it is necessary to develop more
complex methods incorporating ecological processes to
complement the predictions from area-based methods.
One promising approach to explicitly incorporate various
aspects of the ecological context is to use process-based
distribution models (Thuiller et al. 2013). Process-based
models predict species distributions by combining habitatsuitability models (e.g. climatic or land-cover suitability)
with either demographic (e.g. coupled niche-population
models; Anderson et al. 2009, Brook et al. 2009) or physiological (Kearney and Porter 2009) data. The success of
these process-based approaches is often undermined by the
scarcity of information available to calibrate the models
(e.g. survival rates and dispersal rates), which in turn limits
the application of process-based models beyond specific
case studies (Brook et al. 2009). Despite the large number
of parameters required for such models, it is nonetheless
possible to parameterize them for a reasonable number of
species and have a first-order approximation of biodiversity
loss under various scenarios (Pereira et al. 2012).
Alternatively, neutral models have been already used to predict species distributions and estimate tree species extinctions in the Amazonian forest (Hubbell et al. 2008). These
neutral-based approaches may have some unrealistic
assumptions but they represent the opposite end of the
spectrum, thus providing an alternative set of predictions
that can be very useful to contrast with niche-based
approaches. The combination of such different modelling
approaches could be used to generate envelopes of uncertainty around baseline predictions from traditional areabased estimates. Devising a new comprehensive framework
to estimate species loss that is based on ecological mechanisms, and not solely on distributional patterns, should be
at the forefront of future ecological discussions.
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